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PRODUCING ACADEMIC THESES: THE KRISTIANSTAD MODEL

Annotation. We present a model of supervising bachelor and master theses that we have developed at Kristianstad University in Sweden. It emphasizes 1.) engagement, in that the research engaged supervisor becomes engaged in both the subject of the thesis and the students writing it; 2.) the Humboldt principle, in that teachers and students collaborate for mutual benefit; 3.) the Socratic method, in that the supervisor drives students’ learning through posing questions. The model implies intense and frequent supervision, seminars with students as opponents and respondents, and finally, popular presentation, where the results are presented for an educated public. The examination of the theses have the double function of securing high standard examination and to develop the staff in their supervisory and examinatory skills. The direction of the supervisory team is mainly made through common norms, such as a thesis have to be driven by theory, methodological pragmatism implying that the problem, not the authors preferences, determine which analytical method to use and empirical orientation, that theories needs to be tested or evaluated. The model described has shown good results, both in national evaluations and through number of scientific publications.
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ПОДГОТОВКА ДИССЕРТАЦИИ: КРИСТИАНШТАДСКАЯ МОДЕЛЬ

Аннотация. Мы представляем модель руководства подготовкой бакалаврских и магистерских дипломов, которую мы разработали в Кристианштадском университете в Швеции. Ее ключевые составляющие: 1) вовлеченность: вовлеченный в научное исследование руководитель

1 The paper is a part of a project titled “High quality in bachelor and master theses – what is needed in terms of supervision and examination?”, partly financed by Excellence funding at Kristianstad University Dnr. 2015-1121-224. David Harrison at Proper English AB contributed with language editing.
Вчені записки ХГУ «НУА»

интересується як предметом дипломної роботи, так і студентом, який її пише; 2) принцип Гумбольда, согласно котому преподаватель и студент работают сообща для достижения взаимовыгодного результата; 3) метод Сократа: руководитель обучает студента, задавая вопросы. Модель предполагает постоянное взаимодействие преподавателя и студента, семинары, на которых студенты выступают и оппонентами, и докладчиками, и в завершение – открытая презентация, где результаты демонстрируют компетентной аудитории. Проверка дипломов выполняет двойную функцию: сохранение высоких стандартов образования и улучшение навыков руководства и рецензирования преподавателей. Работа команды руководителей осуществляется на основании обычных норм: дипломная работа должна диктоваться теорией, именно методологический прагматизм обуславливает выбор аналитического метода и эмпирическую ориентацию для раскрытия проблемы, а не предпочтения автора, а также какие теории нуждаются в проверке или оценивании. Описанная модель привела к получению хороших результатов как в национальных оценках, так и в ряде научных публикаций.

C.-O. Коллін, Т. Уман, Р. Броберг, Э. Смит, Т. Гацссон

ПІДГОТОВКА ДИСЕРТАЦІЇ: КРИСТИАНШТАДСЬКА МОДЕЛЬ

Анотація. Ми представляємо модель керівництва підготовкою бакалаврських і магістерських дипломів, яку ми розробили в Крістіанштадському університеті у Швеції. Її ключові складові: 1) замученість: залучений до науково-дослідницької діяльності викладач цікавиться як предметом дослідження, так і виконанням студентами їх робіт; 2) принцип Гумбольда, згідно до якого викладач і студент співпрацюють для досягнення взаємовигідного результату; 3) метод Сократа: керівник навчає студента шляхом постановки питань. Модель передбачає постійну взаємодію викладача і студента, семінари, під час студенти виступають в якості оппонентів і доповідачів, і, у підсумку, відкриті презентації, де результати демонструють компетентні публіці. Перевірка дипломних робіт виконує подвійну функцію: збереження високих стандартів освіти і покращення навичок керівництва і рецензування викладачів. Робота команди керівників здійснюється на базі звичайних норм: дипломне дослідження керується теорією, саме методологічний прагматизм обумовлює вибір аналітичного методу і емпіричну орієнтацію для розкриття проблеми, а не авторське вподобання, так само й які теорії потребують випробування.
1. Introduction

‘Engagement! Engagement! that is Moses and the Prophets!’ That is the main principle of the Kristianstad model we will present here for the production of student academic theses in the subject of business administration. The academic thesis is the final step in the student’s academic education for the bachelor (‘kandidat’ in Swedish) degree and the one year master program (‘magister’ in Swedish) and the two-year master program. The thesis is where students are to show the competence, knowledge and capacity for knowledge development achieved during their academic education. At the same time, thesis work is an opportunity for the academic staff to develop their own skills and thinking through interaction with students in supervisions and examinations. The thesis work is therefore important for both staff and students, and ultimately for the university.

In this paper, we describe and explain the model of thesis work that we developed while working at Kristianstad University during 2001 and 2008. We therefore term it the Kristianstad model of thesis work.

We believe the model to be a successful model of supervision. Many good PhD students have been recruited and many articles, both practical and scientific, have been published, based on theses produced using the model. It is also worthy of mention that in 2012, all Swedish universities offering education in business administration were assessed by the Swedish National Agency for Higher Education, a government agency. The Agency assessed mainly the bachelor and master theses from all Swedish universities. In this assessment, Kristianstad University’s bachelor program in business administration received the highest possible grade, Very High Quality. Among 26 universities assessed, Kristianstad was one of the top three schools, sharing the leading position together with Jönköping Business School and the Stockholm School of Economics. The master program in business administration received the grade of High Quality, which was the middle grade, and which positioned it in the middle of the rankings of universities offering master programs in the subject area.
Another indication of the models capacity is that one supervisor from the team were engaged as supervisor at The Peoples Academy of Ukraine, situated in Kharkiv. No frictions and no surprises appeared during the process, maybe due to the supervisor and the university sharing the same norm of engagement. At the end, the student and the supervisor was given an award and part of the study were converted by the supervisor and the student into an article (Collin & Gupalova, 2014).

By this time (2012), the founders of the Kristianstad model had left Kristianstad University, but their three PhD students continued to work at the university and to implement, as well as further develop the Kristianstad model together with other colleagues. It cannot be ruled out that the model could be one possible explanation for the success of Kristianstad University in this government assessment.

We will now describe the Kristianstad model, from the start of the course until the dissemination of the results of the theses. We will present some of the more important principles and norms that constitute the backbone of the model, and we conclude the paper by noting some limitations of the model and their potential impact on its future development.

2. The Kristianstad model described

Development of the model started in 2001 when associate professor in corporate governance Sven-Olof Collin and assistant professor in accounting Torbjörn Tagesson were jointly assigned responsibility for bachelor and master thesis courses in auditing and control at Kristianstad University. They were later joined by PhD students Pernilla Broberg, Elin Smith, and Timurs Umanis. The Kristianstad model is based on engagement in the students, engagement with other supervisors, and engagement in research. It is on the materializing of these principles that the bachelor and master thesis courses are shaped and run. In this section, we present the process of student work in the model, the examination of the theses and the course evaluation, all of which culminate in the dissemination of the theses and the recruitment of PhD students.

The process

The first step in the process is that student groups (previously groups of three, but now of two students) are asked to come up with an idea or
ideas concerning the topic of their thesis. Students fill in a form and bring it with them to the meeting with the supervisor collegium, which is organised on the first or second day of the course. The supervisor collegium consists of all those who will supervise in the given thesis course. This meeting is called ‘the problematization meeting’; its aim is to try, as much as possible, to identify the thesis subject, theoretical problem and the aim of the thesis. Each student group is given 15 minutes for a discussion with the whole collegium. During the meeting students and supervisors jointly assess the feasibility of the ideas that students bring to the table, potential pitfalls associated with the chosen topic, and potential adjustments that might need to be considered to produce a theoretically sound and empirically feasible thesis. The end result of the meeting is, most often, that the students leave with a tentative research question and an aim for their thesis, and the collegium has an idea of who would be the most appropriate supervisor of each group. After all the groups have had their problematization meeting, the supervisor collegium together decide, for each group, the best fit between each thesis and the competencies and research interests of one of the supervisors. In the matching process, the collegium also consider the wish of any student group to be assigned a specific supervisor. If a student group has trust and confidence in one particular person, that is considered to be an asset that should be exploited. At the end of that day, all students are informed of their assigned supervisor. The supervisors then contact the groups to book the first supervision meeting. Thus, at the end of day two, most groups have a preliminary subject for their thesis, which has been reviewed by the supervisor collegium and have been assigned a supervisor.

If there are newcomers to the collegium, for example, new teachers or PhD students, a newcomer will participate in the supervision of a group together with a more experienced supervisor. The two supervisors meet before and after the meeting with the students, so the experienced supervisor can provide direction to the inexperienced supervisor about what to do before the meeting; the inexperienced can ask questions, and the experienced can explain their approach and actions. This method transfers knowledge of supervision and socialises the newcomer to the Kristianstad model.
After the supervisors have been assigned, the first supervision meeting is scheduled. The aim is to have the first meeting as quickly as possible. Students are asked to submit material online before every meeting with the supervisor; they are also asked to submit any work-in-progress some days prior to the supervision. The supervisor reads and makes comments on the material, then returns it online the day before the supervision meeting, where students are assumed to have read through and thought over the supervisor’s comments. In this way, the supervision meeting starts with students asking for clarifications of comments or otherwise discussing them. This makes for very well prepared meetings, which increases the efficiency of the time spent together. The downside, of course, is that it is time-consuming for the supervisor to read all the text before the meeting. Yet this commitment illustrates the hallmark of the Kristianstad model: the supervisors’ intense engagement in the students and their work.

One very important part of the Kristianstad model is the supervisors’ questions. The comments they make on the students’ text and during the meeting is in the form of questions or statements that encourage students to reflect. This is the Socratic method of leading students to learn through question-and-answer. By this method, we believe that we stress their independence in knowledge production and understanding. Normally, the supervisor never gives instructions, never tells the student what to do, how to think, what article to read, or how to write. The supervisor tends instead to ask questions such as: ‘Why do you do like this?’ However, to enable students to answer some questions, the supervisor may suggest they read a particular article.

Another aspect that reflects supervisors’ engagement in the supervision process is the frequency of supervision. Given that bachelor and master thesis courses are running full-time for 10 weeks, supervisors have 9 or 10 supervision meetings that last from 30 minutes to one hour each.

During the course, students have two mandatory seminars and one mandatory public presentation of the thesis. The first seminar, titled ‘Middle Seminar,’ takes place in the middle of the course. Students are arranged in small groups and as an academic seminar, with respondents and opponents. Normally four groups of students form one seminar. The teacher chairing
The seminar assigns the groups to be respondents or opponents. At the seminar, the opponent group makes a short presentation of the respondent group's thesis. The respondent group then has an opportunity to confirm that the thesis so far has been understood correctly and whether there are any additional aspects that should be noted at this point. The respondent group must also point out where in the thesis they experienced most problems, so that the seminar can constructively give support to them. After the presentation, the opponents are expected to provide a constructive discussion and pose questions on the thesis. The students are encouraged not to go into details concerning formalities such as grammar and language; they are encouraged to give these to the respondent group in written form. The main comments by the opposing group on the content of the thesis are also made in writing and are provided to the respondents and the supervisor, who is present at the seminar. After the opponents and respondents have performed their part, the other participating students are invited to give their comments. Finally, the supervisor who chairs the seminar and the examiner, if present, are provided with an opportunity to comment or pose questions. All groups that take part in the seminar are expected to read each other's submissions and provide constructive comments.

Thus, the Middle Seminar provides an opportunity for the students to learn about what their peers are working on and where they are in the process. Most of all, it provides an opportunity for students to help each other in improving their thesis.

The second seminar is titled 'Final Seminar' and takes place at the end of the course. At this seminar, the final version of the thesis is presented, and it is here that the examination process starts. The structure of the seminar is the same as that of the Middle Seminar. However, the opponents are given instructions not to focus on developmental comments, but on comments directed towards dialectics, i.e., the ideal is to create a contrary position, with the purpose to show that the conclusions are not well founded (even though, including the opponents, we all hope that the opponents will fail).

Finally, on the last day of the course, students perform the 'Public Presentation', an occasion open to general public, including friends and
parents of the students, all the staff, firms that have been engaged or are engaged in the program, and media. The students are instructed to be confident, to communicate their results without too much academic jargon and to dress smartly, since this is the crowning of their whole education that started when they were six or seven years of age. It should be the proudest day for the student and for the university. For many students this is the end of their first formal education, before entering into working life and its lifelong learning.

The students make an exoteric presentation of their thesis, i.e., readily understandable by all, not just specialists, and take questions from the audience. Each presentation takes about 10–15 minutes, and the entire class of specific majors in the Business program is present throughout the presentation day. The university offers the students a free lunch at the student cantina, at special tables, in order to honour the group and the last educational meeting with their fellow students. Either the same day or the day after, all students who have graduated from the Business program gather in a magnificent locality, the tradition in Kristianstad being the cathedral, where they are hailed by the academic staff, co-students and their friends and family. In this ceremony, awards are presented for best students and the best theses for each major.

The grand finale of the course is the ‘last supper’ in the evening where students and the supervisors celebrate together, with dinner and dance, the newly examined business professionals, their past achievements and their future endeavours. It represents a magnificent manifestation of the basic Humboldtian principle, that students and university staff work and learn together, to the benefit of all.

**Examination and evaluation**

In this section, we describe how the students are examined and evaluated. Within the course, supervisor and examiner are two separate entities, yet together they prepare, in an examination form, a written examination which then lays ground for the discussion between those two entities and the decision of the final grade awarded for the student thesis. Each teacher in the collegium has typically several theses to supervise, and several theses to examine. One objective of the model is to create a
dual role of supervisor and examiner. For example, if one teacher supervises four theses, that teacher will also examine four theses, preferably supervised by different teachers from the collegium. The rotation between examiners and supervisors is an important part of the process of learning from each other, as well as performing a monitoring function of the collegium members. Additionally, and perhaps the most important function, is that members are part of an active collegium where all contribute similar levels of input to create a feeling of working together. This sharing creates the glue that keeps the collegium together.

The student’s submission prepared for the Final Seminar together with their performance in defence and opposition provide the grounds for evaluation. The examiner and supervisor conduct the examination and present the grade for the student before the day of the seminar presentation. They each use a separate grading form that is divided into parts for each part of the thesis being examined. Usually the thesis comprises (i) introduction/problematization, (ii) research method, (iii) theory, including literature review and created theoretical model, (iv) empirical method, (v) analysis, (vi) discussion and conclusions. Further, (vii) the presentation is examined, including the ‘red thread’, reference system and language quality. Additionally, (viii) the originality of the thesis is considered. Finally, (ix) the process of thesis development, how the students worked, planned and generally collaborated as a group is examined by the supervisor, since only the supervisor has this information. Each of the aspects is evaluated on an ECTS\(^2\) type of grading scale from 1 to 7, where 1 and 2 represent Fail, 3 = Weak Pass, 4 = Pass, 5 = Strong Pass, 6 = Pass with Distinction and 7 = Pass with Excellence. This part of the examination provides the basis for grade setting for the entire thesis, including an assessment of the thesis in its totality. After making these judgements alone and independently, the examiner and the supervisor meet and compare, contrast and discuss, sometimes very intensely, in order to reach a consensus grade. Following the consensus decision, the supervisor arranges a grading meeting with the group, where the supervisor presents the grade and the arguments for

\(^{2}\) European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System
the grade, based on the two marking forms and the discussions between
the supervisor and the examiner. The students are asked to take these
arguments, the forms and the grade, to their own discussion, and if they
have any complaints, come back 24 hours later with a written document
where they indicate how the grade is not fair. The academic staff member
responsible for the course, i.e., the course director, receives this complaint,
and can decide, if convinced by the students' arguments, to give the thesis
to a third examiner within the collegium to obtain a third opinion. In reality,
this happens very seldom.

However, it could happen that examiner and supervisor are unable to
come to a consensus concerning the grade, e.g., the examiner argues for
a non-passing grade, while the supervisor argues for a Pass. While these
situations are rare, they appear. In such situations, a third examiner is
called in to give a third view, with the proposal that the third examiner
could create arguments that would bring all three examiners into consensus.
If that agreement cannot be reached, a simple majority vote determines
the final grade.

A student group that is given a non-passing grade receives the two
grading forms at the grading meeting with the supervisor. The forms from
the examiner and supervisor contain indications of where and how the
thesis needs improvement, and may make specific suggestions for this; if
necessary, the supervisor will help students to interpret the comments.
Students have the right to get their thesis examined three times. The first
examination takes place at the end of the course, while second and third
examinations take place approximately two months apart. When re-
submitting, students are expected to address the comments of the examiners
in writing and indicate in the re-submitted thesis where required changes
have been made. The supervisor inspects their thesis and, based on the
original forms' comments and the students' corrections, can make a
judgement that they have reached a passing level. However, students who
receive a non-passing grade at the first examination, cannot receive a higher
grade than Pass on subsequent examinations.

The course itself is assessed through a written course evaluation.
The course director writes this evaluation, using information about the
students, and receiving evaluation information from teachers and students. The main information source is the student evaluation. It consists of two pages, distributed at the Final Seminar, i.e., before the student grade has been presented, on which the student has to assess every teacher they had, all activities and books, and how the course has improved them in particular ways. Since the student evaluation is handed out at the Final Seminar, the response rate is close to 100%. The compiled course evaluation is distributed to all students, all teachers and to the academic administrators and the student union. It ends with suggestions for improvements and/or changes. Additionally it is published on a web page accessible by everyone, not just the course participants. When the course is given the following year, part of the introductory lecture contains a summary of the previous course evaluation and comments about any changes that have been made as a result of last year's evaluation. Thus, the course evaluation is a working document with consequences.

**Dissemination of results and recruitment of PhD students**

At the end of the process, the authors of the passing theses are asked if they would agree to their thesis abstracts being compiled into an edited volume, where each abstract is presented in expanded form. This volume is edited by one or more of the teachers in the collegium, printed and then disseminated to all participating students, to the main university libraries in Sweden, and to firms and organisations that the university selects. The experience with this volume is that it is much appreciated by the firms and the participating students.

Some selected theses which have shown exemplary theoretical/empirical rigour are typically converted into issue-oriented articles in the national press or/and restyled as a scientific article for the academic press. Usually the supervisor of these theses asks the students if there might be a possibility to co-operate on rewriting the thesis to fit into those two formats. If agreed, the supervisor reworks the thesis, which normally implies, especially for the scientific articles, that 75–95 percent of the thesis is changed. Students normally do not engage in this reworking since by this time they are involved in getting their first working life experience, and the level of scholarly work is on too high a level for them. But they always
appear as co-authors and the order of author names always indicates the work effort put into the article. Including the students in the authors' list, even if the correlation between their thesis and the article is very small, is done both as a respect for their initial work, but also with consideration for the pride the supervisors and the collegium feel, in having students who can produce input material for scientific articles. These published articles represent the Humboldtian principle, the collaboration of student and teacher in research and learning.

It is also important to note that recruitment of PhD students often takes place partly based on the students' performance on the bachelor/master theses. Recruitment is facilitated since the supervisors, due to the intense supervision method, will have already obtained a fairly good knowledge of the capacity of each student. So far, eight PhD students have been recruited in this way: one has recently acquired the title of associate professor; two are assistant professors but close to promotion to associate professor; one is close to finishing her PhD thesis; one is in the middle of her PhD thesis writing; two students are just at the beginning of their PhD studentship, and one is expected to enter the PhD program.

3. Some philosophies of the Kristianstad model

The supervisor's engagement, the Humboldt principle and the Socratic method

Important prerequisites of a good supervisor are knowledge in the subject of the thesis, a good command of methodologies, a good command of all analytical techniques, both quantitative and qualitative, and experience as an active researcher. These capacities are needed for a supervisor to be able to implement the Socratic method. We return to this method later in this section.

Nevertheless, the first and possibly the most prominent prerequisite of a good supervisor is the talent of engagement. Engagement occurs when the supervisor is strongly engaged in research, in the subject, and adheres to the Humboldtian principle of cooperative learning, i.e., to have engagement in the student’s thesis and in the student as an individual. Engagement, according to Humboldt, is to have a sincere will to do the
utmost to bring the student to the goal, that is, a thesis that represents the education and the actual capacity of the student.

Through this engagement with the supervisor, the student directly experiences the supervisor’s interest, rendering the relationship as one of an almost personal character. Some could claim that a relationship of almost personal character is not to act professionally, since a supervisor should keep arms-length distance from the student. That kind of relationship, however, would be to consciously avoid two basic human principles – belongingness and reciprocity. When the students feel that the supervisor is engaged in them and their thesis, they will feel that they are respected and that they belong to a team, including the supervisor. In this team, there are expectations among the members and no member can disappoint the other members. Thus, the sense of belonging to a team creates incentives of performance (Guimera et al., 2005; Van Der Vegt and Bunderson, 2005) and makes students, as well as supervisors, sensitive to the others’ expectations. In a team there is a norm of reciprocity, so when the supervisor gives, this creates a sense of debt which the students need to balance through their reciprocal contribution.

Engagement is an effective means of creating incentives in the supervisory process. But, even while adopting an instrumental view on engagement, one has also to acknowledge the Kantian view of humans, that they are not only means but ends. While one can, to a certain level, pretend engagement, the easiest way to implement engagement in the supervisory team is to select as supervisors individuals who reveal through action that they adhere to the norm of treating students as not only means but ends.

Engagement can be shown in several ways. Some ways are culturally dependent, such as, for example, in Scandinavia, your engagement can be shown by two-way communicating on a first-name basis. When meeting with the students, have some small talk and discuss non-sensitive personal matters. These small gestures are indications that the supervisor cares about the student as a person and acknowledges the student as an individual.

One key way of expressing engagement, which at the same time is the main method of driving the competence development of the student group,
is the teaching method of Socrates. It has to be stressed that the thesis is an independent work. Therefore the ideas and the energy should come from the student. However, the rationality of humans is restricted by certain limitations of the mind. Herbert Simon (1982) termed it ‘bounded rationality’. Yet, many humans have more capacity than they realize. It is within the power and the duty of the supervisor to expand the bounds of this rationality. This is not done through telling students how it is or by informing them about all the theories in the world. The work of the supervisor is to let students realize their own knowledge and their capacity to create new knowledge, through leading the student on a path that the supervisor realizes is a good path, but one that the student might not yet have recognized. In the Kristianstad model, the supervisor leads the students by asking questions. The easiest way, and one that can be the starting point of a supervision meeting, is to let the student make a causal statement concerning the subject. Then the supervisor simply says: ‘Why?’ The student then has to give an answer to justify the causal claim. Through this method the student realizes important things:

1. That to theorize is to reason, it is not to repeat what ‘masters’ have said; that is, theory is a set of principles and ideas;
2. That not only can theory be found in the literature and from the supervisor, but students themselves can reason in a theoretical way; that is, students can sense their own reason, their independence and capacity;
3. That the supervisor, through asking the students to give answers, is genuinely interested in the students’ thinking and reasoning; that is, the supervisor reveals engagement with the student.

This process of questions and answers continues until the supervisor or (preferably) the students, realize that an acceptable conclusion has been reached.

The opposite method would be characterised by the disengaged, authoritarian supervisor, where the supervisor knows everything and only has to install the truth in the mind of the student. The supervision meeting becomes a simple lecture where the supervisor informs the student. Thus the student becomes passive material that is shaped by the supervisor. This method fosters obedience and dependence, quite contrary to the goal
of the desired educational process: to foster reasoning students, who understand that they have the capacity to create knowledge.

In the Kristianstad model of Socratic learning, as a by-product, the supervisor who receives all these answers – sometimes very surprising and original – will be exposed to thinking and reasoning that the supervisor may not have yet experienced and which in turn help to develop their own ideas and cognition. Thus, the Socratic method of asking questions is an active part of the collaborative learning and establishment of a community of practice. It drives the competence of both student and supervisor.

Development and control

The thesis process is designed to focus on developing students during the supervision phase and assessing them during the examination phase. Furthermore, the examination phase especially contains elements of control and development, involving both students and supervisors.

The developmental part of the examination phase comprises the discussions at the Final Seminar including the detailed comments supplied by the examiners on the grading forms, which are explained at the grading meeting. When the supervisor explains what motivated the grade, this should increase the students’ understanding of what they have produced. Thus, examination is not only a matter of disseminating a grade, but also furthering students’ learning, understanding and competence. Additionally, and perhaps more important, is what happens when a student receives a non-passing grade. Since they have the opportunity to hand in a corrected thesis, they have strong incentives to understand the critique and from that understanding, redevelop their thesis and learn from the failure, which itself can be an important vehicle of learning (Knowles and Hoeffer, 1989).

While the quality of the thesis process is partly determined by the students and their capacities, the main productive force that has a conducive influence on the quality of the work is the supervisor. The model has been constructed to evaluate, but more importantly, to develop the supervisors and the collegium.

It starts with the selection of supervisors. Only selected as supervisors are those who are active as researchers and are known to be competent and engaged supervisors. Active in research implies that the supervisors
conduct their own research, publish articles and books, attend academic conferences and serve as reviewers and editors for peer-reviewed journals. To be active as researchers is important since not only do the supervisors know the literature and methodologies, but they also have a fresh and realistic view of the research. The actual title of the supervisor is of less importance. A PhD student, for example, who is doing her own dissertation in the same subject as those she is supervising, could be more adequate as a supervisor than a full professor who has not done any study in the field for the last ten years.

Thus, the competence of a supervisor includes both subject knowledge and methodology, and how to interact with the students. Therefore, when a PhD student arrives in the program, she will supervise in her first year together with a trusted, experienced supervisor. The next year she will perform more independent supervision with the student group, but supervised by the experienced supervisor. Finally, at year three, in the year before the defence of her own PhD, she will normally be given the trust to be an independent supervisor at the bachelor level. This sharing of knowledge and experience is one means of creating competent supervisors.

Supervision of a teacher by an experienced supervisor will also occur in the case of one who is being introduced into the team, but whose capability is not yet known or not yet trusted. Of course, this can be a signal of mistrust, which it is, and may convey to the teacher a sense of unworthiness. But this is a small price to pay, considering that we are dealing with students who are making major personal investments in their education. We cannot afford to lose student development out of concern of a one teacher’s feelings of mistrust.

In the grading phase, examiners are rotated, so each examiner will grade theses supervised by as many different members of the supervisory team as possible. While this rotation is part of the system that makes the grading fair in the view of the students, it is also a means of enabling development of the supervisors, the examiners and the collegium. Perhaps above all, it is a means of creating the sense of togetherness, a sense that that everyone in the collegium is engaged in ‘doing the course’.

In this process, supervisors are exposed to each other, making it possible
to not only learn from each other, but also to monitor each other. If one examiner gives a ‘7’ on theory development of a thesis and the other one gives a ‘3’, there are, to say the least, ample opportunities for improvement. This divergence has to be dealt with between the examiners, or, if they cannot create consensus, then the team have to deal with the issue. In this process, both the examiners are evaluated and the norms are developed.

In the grading process, norms are circulated, exposed, debated and evaluated, and not the least, being internalized through socialisation. While we hail diversity, we try to create some standards and some norms that are shared in the team. This does not imply rigidity. Since the teachers are active researchers and since new teachers are entering into the group, new norms and new standards are always introduced and debated in the team. Thus, rotation implies not only a development of individual team members, but of the team itself.

This process characterises what Ouchi (1980) terms clan control, where the norms of the group, and norm congruence is an important mechanism of control. While selection is important, and the process of evaluation is even more important, as a mechanism of development and control, dismissing a supervisor should not be avoided, although it is painful to dismiss a friend and colleague. Dismissal could occur because the supervisor does not show the level of competence and the level of engagement needed. But dismissal could also occur when an individual does not share the norms of the team, for example the Humboldtian principle.

4. Some norms of the Kristianstad Model

We give some examples of the norms that are part of the socialisation and that characterise the collegium when the Kristianstad model is implemented. These are only examples, due mainly to space limitations, but also to the difficulty to reveal norms, since they are more easily observable when they are violated than when they are simply accepted and followed.

- The norm of the theory states that a thesis has to be built on a theory interest, indicated through a theory-based problematization. It by no means implies that a thesis cannot have a practical problem as its starting
point, but one has to convert this practical problem into a knowledge problem of a general nature. This norm shows itself clearly at the end of the thesis, where theoretical conclusions are drawn; also in the theory section, where not only established theories are presented and reviewed and discussed, but also one’s own attempts at theory development are promoted, such as leveraging a new hypothesis, or in inductive studies, presenting new concepts and explaining relationships.

- The norm of methodological pragmatism (Collin, Johansson, Svensson & Ulvenblad, 1996) states that it is the problem of the thesis and its theoretical basis that directs the choice of empirical method. There are no preferences driven by any epistemological ideology concerning the choice of survey, case studies, induction or deduction.

- The norm of a rigorous empirical method implies that observations are driven by a conscious, well-reflected operationalization of theory or concepts into observable entities. For example, no interview is conducted without an interview guide that is motivated out of theory or based on conceptualization needs.

- The norm of empirical orientation, implies that all theses should have empirical data if they are to be used for inductive exploration or deductive evaluation or testing of theory. Theoretical development or conceptual innovation is asked for in a thesis, especially on the master level, but its relevance outside the theory has to be indicated through empirical confrontation.

- The norm of knowledge contribution states that everyone can make or at least aim at making a knowledge contribution. On the bachelor level, it can be an aim, a hope, an ambition, but at master level it is a must.

5. Pedagogic reflections on the model

We have previously stated that the guiding principles of the Kristianstad model rest on the engagement in the students, engagement with each other in the supervisor collegium as well as engagement in research that is mutually shared between students and supervisors. The idea of engagement and interaction of the model is closely intertwined with the idea of creation of communities of practice put forward in the pedagogic literature (e.g.
Bruffee, 1999). The primary idea of communities of practice rests on the assumption that by creating a collaborative environment where intensive interaction between the learners and the educators takes place facilitates not only students’ learning and development but also mutual learning between and among the parties involved (Wenger et al., 2002). Thus, all in all, what the Kristianstad model represents is a manifestation of the co-constructivist perspective on learning, originally Humboldtian orientation, and embedded in the dynamic interaction based process (Biggs and Tang, 2011; Carless et al., 2011). As our description above indicates, the examination process involves a high degree of interaction in the supervisor collegium, where collegiality and collaborative learning are stressed. Yet, the examination serves as an important vehicle in stimulating students’ learning. As Entwistle puts it, ‘The single, strongest influence on learning is surely the assessment procedure ... even the form of an examination question or essay topics set can affect how students study ...’ (1996, pp. 111–12). The continuous feedback from the supervisors and peers during the seminars, as well as constructive assessment of the thesis at the end of the course represent the aim of the Kristianstad model to elevate the importance of the assessment as a learning tool. One has to be honest here as well and say that development of the model in itself has been based on the trial and error basis of the people involved in the model and it is through the ups and downs of our own pedagogic development that the model has emerged, rather than streaming from the pedagogic literature. In a way we have adopted an inductive approach in developing the model especially at the model’s infancy which has gradually moved towards a more abductive approach where we have started reflecting over the currently developed model’s embeddedness in pedagogic theory and practice.

6. Limitations and development of the Kristianstad Model

The Kristianstad model has some limitations that not yet have been successfully overcome. They constitute therefore possible areas for improvement. We will here mention the size of the collegium, and the implementation in an authoritarian organisational culture.

The size of the collegium was small when the model was developed.
There were at the very start two people, then it expanded to five people. In this small group, socialisation and rotation, two important parts of the model, creating the feeling of togetherness, were rather easy to conduct. It is harder to rotate and to create a sense of togetherness and to socialise individuals into the norms when the size of the collegium is above ten. One consequence that has been experienced is that teachers with a method bias have been included. Since the norm is methodological pragmatism, one-sided methodological views and knowledge present a problem. One development of the Kristianstad model would then be to arrange small methodology seminars, where the individuals in the collegium train each other, especially in those parts where the other individuals have limited knowledge and experience. While being a low-cost form of training, it could be assumed to further the feeling of togetherness in the collegium since everyone has something to contribute to the development of the others. This could be termed the ‘method trail’, which already exists at Kristianstad University, but in its present form is directed towards developing the method knowledge of the students.

A further difficulty arises when the collegium is subject to the power of the university, where the administration and not the collegium decides about the composition of the collegium and the number of the students attending the course. In today’s Swedish university, the principles of a university, mainly the Humboldtian ideas [magistrorum et scholarium: community of teachers and scholars, and guided by a collegium] have mostly been abandoned in exchange for factory principles, where the professionals are workers, the students are material that will be transformed from input to output, and the workers have to perform and obey what the former academic administrators, nowadays termed managers, have decided.

This leads to the other limitation of the Kristianstad model, the difficulty to implement it in an authoritarian organisational culture. The above description of today’s Swedish university organisations represents one version of an authoritarian culture. In the old universities, a traditional university authoritarian culture could exist, where the chaired professor’s statements were rules and laws that had to be obeyed. The Kristianstad model’s culture is contrary to these two authoritarian cultures, since it is
based on reason and consensus and on the collegium being directed by its norms. Whatever the chaired professor says, if the supervisor and the examiner have reached consensus on a grade, that will be the grade. Afterwards, the professor or someone else in the collegium could create a debate, where the professor has one voice and the other individuals of the collegium have one voice each. The hope is that arguments rather than power play will be how decisions are reached.

This problem can be addressed by an inclusive strategy of the collegium. Through including more teachers in the collegium, socialising them into the norms, developing them in the noble art of supervision and training them towards methodological pragmatism, they will experience the advantage of the Kristianstad model, thereby more likely to become its supporters. Then the authoritarian culture could erode and pave the way towards the Humboldtian ideal of a university.
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